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 “Go to the people  
Live among them  
Learn from them  
Love them  
Start with what they know  
Build on what they have  
But of  the best leaders when their task is done  
The people will remark “We have done it ourselves” 
  
-Lao Tze, ancient Chinese philosopher  
Community-based  
research, education, & advocacy 
since 1979 
 
We work directly with Kansas  
  farmers, communities, & leaders to: 
• Understand their needs 
• Design strategic responses 
• Connect them with information 
and resources needed to advance a 
sustainable farm and food future.  
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What was the impact? 
“FEAST was a huge success.”   
-President, Brown County Healthy Foods Coalition 
What did the FEAST accomplish? 
1. Let competitors view each other in a non-threating setting and to have an open discussion on how to partner to 
benefit each other for better food options for the community. 
2. Started communication between local small crop producers, diverse community, and the coalition 
3. Made community aware of  how a food hub could function and improve community health 
4. Created unusual and needed partnerships. For example: 
• The local grocery store agreed to be farmers market and food hub location.  
• Highland Community College, Glacial Hills, and BCHFC are now working together on a joint project to 
improve access and education around healthy foods.. 
5. As follow-up the coalition hosted Native American summit with all three tribes in county to discuss mutual 
programs around healthy foods. 
6. Kansas Housing Resources Corporation recognized in their annual report, shared at the state and federal levels, 
how the FEAST event is a model example of  building collaborations and addressing access to healthy foods on 
behalf  of  low-income households. (Community Action Program now pursuing funding to do more statewide.) 
7. A legislative committee received testimony on how the FEAST event and the Brown County Healthy Foods 
Coalition are examples of  building community partnerships to address an identified community need. 
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List of  Tools: 
• FEAST Tool Kit Welcome Letter 
• To Feast or Not to FEAST? 
• 10 Community Development Beliefs 
• FEAST Logo – Oregon Food Bank 
• Reframe Card 
• Agendas for planning meetings 
• SAMPLE Event program 
• SAMPLE Facilitation plan 
• SAMPLE Follow-up blog post 
• SAMPLE Follow-up press release 
• SAMPLE HANDOUT Language of  Community Foods Organizing 
• SAMPLE HANDOUT Working Group Discussion Notes 
• SAMPLE HANDOUT Working Group Participant Log 
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